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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Dream group of guy there.
Great customer service I would recommend them to anyone!!! They need to update there
systems they had a deposit on car and didn't let me know after they made an appointment for
me to see vehicle I arrive and all they could say was sorry even though they confirmed appt.
Eddie was great to work with. This dealership is all about the sales and not about the customers
best interest. After telling them that I no longer wanted to deal with them they continue to call to
schedule an appointment even after asking them to stop calling me. They did contact me but I
ended up purchasing another vehicle but quick response on there end. The dealership was
excellent. Excellent customer service. Excellent customer approach. I will buy more cars from
them. John was really great! Very knowledgeable and professional. Easy and pleasant
transaction with John. I am very happy with my Range Rover that I purchased from him. He sells
quality high end vehicles at a fair price. Dealer contacted me back the first time but not the
second when I requested additional pictures. We went to go look at the truck and it had so
much rust on it the bed probably would have fallen off. Disappointed we drove 30 miles to see it.
Johnny at iNetwork Auto Group was excellent to deal with. There was no pressure from the staff
at the dealership to rush the deal, and Johnny went out of his way to answer questions and
provide video of the car. Little confusion within the dealership if this car is available or not, but
ultimately it was sold and I was informed it was no longer available. Quick initial contact but
questions were deferred and i was only asked to come in to see the car. I had an excellent
experience. It was like dealing with personal friends. I got a fair price on a great truck and they
delivered it to me. Lath and I even went and ate lunch while we were doing the paperwork for the
sale. They were great to us! We purchased the vehicle through them and they had great
salesmen that stayed late and went above and beyond to help us! Great communication and
follow-up. Called dealer I was told car was sold already but car is still listed on CarGurus. Dealer
never responded to site email, you have to call. Car we looked at had issues despite having a
clean carfax. Back axle was making the tires stick out an inch on one side and it was pushed in
on the other side. Car had no back speakers or spare tire and jack. Car was also burning oil and
had a noticeable oil leak. Yes they did reply and have been very professional in their dealings
with me. I have not purchased a car. They were not pushy in the slightest and knowledgeable
about the cars in their inventory. They have our business going forward!!! We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. I like the body style and color and the fact it a New
Car. But Im not to happy with its pricing because tho its a Beautiful car its still just that a Car
and it should be price as a Home with payments more than a Mortgage. Because unlike a House
when purchase the value of it depreciation so quickly unlike the purchase of a Home. Enjoyed
my GT more as an all around car.. Need more storage in car all features are good but regret not
getting SUV a bit. Car is a great driving vehicle a bit soft in suspension in normal setting, but
good smooth quiet power. I love this car and it has almost all the features I was looking for. I
also think it priced right but the only thing it is missing is the LED roof feature. I would definitely
compare it to the Audi and Mercedes. Why Use CarGurus? It's impossible to pick a bad car in
the flagship luxury sedan segment, and the BMW 7 Series is no exception. With yet another
engine available for , it just got even more appealing. Picking a flagship luxury sedan is a rather
pleasant dilemma to be faced with. It's not exactly choosing which supermodel to date, but
really, it doesn't get much closer to a no-lose scenario than this. So you can't lose by picking
any of these sedans, but with differing style, character and driving dynamics, you can certainly
find one that suits your tastes better than others. The BMW 7 Series is one of the most popular
entries and also one of the sportiest, putting an emphasis on a dynamic driving experience
while still being quite practical. For , the 7 Series also offers the widest breadth of powertrain
choices. Joining the previous V8, V12 and hybrid engine choices are the new six-cylinders in
the i and Li. At first glance, it's easy to dismiss it as the pokey model meant for dealership
advertising fodder. However, the i with its horsepower twin-turbo inline-6 is just as quick from
zero to 60 mph 5. It also gets the best fuel economy of the bunch, too. As for the driving
experience, the 7 Series is one of the most engaging vehicles to drive in the class. When
equipped with the optional four-wheel steering, the 7 has an impressive ability to sweep around
tight corners. The Driving Dynamics Control system also allows the driver to choose among

four specific settings in order to cater to a greater variety of tastes. Unfortunately, we've found
it hard to find that just-right combination of all the adjustable DDC attributes; we sometimes
wonder if simpler would be better. Depending on how much you're looking to spend and how
much space you want, we'd consider taking a look at all of them. And why not? There's no way
to lose. The Li indicates the extended-wheelbase body style, while the models can be equipped
with xDrive all-wheel drive. Standard equipment on the i include inch wheels, front and rear
parking sensors, a sunroof, auto-dimming mirrors, adaptive xenon headlights, foglights,
automatic wipers, power front seats, driver memory functions, a power tilt-and-telescoping
steering wheel, four-zone climate control, leather upholstery and keyless ignition entry is still
accomplished by pressing a button on the key fob. Electronic features include the iDrive
multimedia interface, a hard-drive navigation system, real-time traffic, BMW Assist emergency
telematics, Bluetooth and a speaker sound system with two subwoofers, HD radio, 12 GB of
digital music storage and an auxiliary audio jack. These features are all available on the Both
the Li and xDrive models include a self-leveling air suspension. Most options for the and are
bundled into groups. The Cold Weather package adds a heated steering wheel, heated rear
seats and heated front seats on the i they are standard on all other models. The Driver
Assistance package adds automatic high beams, a lane departure warning system and a blind
spot warning system. The Camera package adds a rearview camera, a top-view parking camera
and sideview cameras. The Luxury Seating package includes ventilated front seats, active front
seat side bolsters and power rear and side sunshades. The Luxury Rear Seating package
available on Li models adds rear seats that are power-adjustable and ventilated. The M Sport
package adds active roll stabilization, inch wheels inch upgrade available , a sport steering
wheel, an aerodynamic body kit and darkened "Shadowline" exterior trim. Other than the M
Sport package, the top-of-the-line Li includes all the above standard and optional equipment.
Integral active steering is standard on the Li and a stand-alone option on the others. The BMW i
and Li are powered by a 3. As with the , a six-speed automatic transmission is standard along
with driver-adjustable settings for the throttle, transmission programming, steering, suspension
and stability control intervention. Rear-wheel drive is standard. BMW estimates the i will
accelerate from zero to 60 mph in 5. EPA-estimated fuel economy had not been released at the
time of this writing. The BMW i and Li are powered by a 4. A six-speed automatic is again
standard. In Edmunds acceleration testing, the i and Li went from zero to 60 mph in just a hair
over 5 seconds. The BMW Li gets a 6. An eight-speed automatic and rear-wheel drive are
standard. According to BMW, it goes from zero to 60 in 4. Standard safety features include
antilock brakes with brake assist, brake fade compensation, brake drying and a brake standby
feature , stability and traction control, front-seat side airbags, front knee airbags, side curtain
airbags and active front head restraints. In Edmunds brake testing, the i came to a stop from 60
mph in an excellent feet. The Li was about the same. Optional safety features include adaptive
cruise control, rear and sideview cameras and infrared night vision with pedestrian detection
that displays the images either in the main dash display or in the head-up display if so
equipped. We haven't had an opportunity to drive the new i, but we doubt it'll be wanting for
power given how robust the models are. That twin-turbo V8 offers a flood of torque with little or
no perceptible turbo lag. There is a slight delay from the time you apply pressure on the gas
pedal to when the big sedan begins to move, but you can fix this by selecting a higher Driving
Dynamics Control mode. The Vpowered Li, meanwhile, accelerates with complete authority for
those who somehow think a twin-turbo V8 is a tad weak. Compared to other luxury sedans like
the Lexus LS , the BMW 7 Series is more athletic but also has a stiffer ride quality -- even in
Comfort mode. That's not to say the ride is harsh, though. Instead, this stiffer ride results in a
more engaging driving experience, making the 7 Series a luxury sedan that can also be fun to
drive. As BMW's flagship, the 7 Series represents the company's pinnacle of luxury, comfort
and cutting-edge technology. Supple leather and rich wood accents adorn almost every surface
and the available "multicontour" front seats ensure comfort for virtually any body type. The rear
seats are similarly accommodating for taller adults, and the extended-wheelbase versions offer
even more legroom by about 6 inches and slightly increased headroom. Available rear seat
heating and even a massage feature should satisfy the most demanding of passengers. The
cabin of the BMW 7 Series is more user-friendly than its much-maligned predecessor. Gone are
the days when occupants would rather sit in silence than navigate the over-complicated iDrive
system menus. Along with the main iDrive controller knob, several physical buttons help to
simplify some of the most commonly used functions. Some may still find the iDrive system a bit
complicated, but with continued use, we think the improved layout is an elegant solution to a
button-heavy dashboard. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the 7
Series. View Photos. Delayed throttle reactions in Normal mode, high-tech features may
overwhelm, ride on the firm side for some. Vehicle overview. For the first time in nearly 20

years, the BMW 7 Series gets a six-cylinder engine. Found in the new i and Li, it's an uprated
version of BMW's twin-turbo 3. Read more. Sign Up. But for as large as this sedan is, BMW has
managed to make it shrink around you, the only time you feel how large this vehicle is would be
when you try parking it. But even then, all the electronic gadgets will help to safely guide you
into your spot. The 4. If you really want to move out, the turbocharged V is available. Probably
the biggest surprise of the 7 Series is how well it does in some twisties. It's surprisingly flat and
poised -- you can really throw this vehicle around and be quite rewarded for doing it. In addition,
BMW has added the 3. You have your choice between either an 8-speed or 6-speed automatic
depending on trim level. Bodystyles: SedanEngines: 3. The i and Li are the first 7 Series models
ever to be offered with BMW's xDrive All-Wheel-Drive system, and for the first time since the
early 90's, the i will be available with a twin-turbocharged 3. While the i gets an all new V putting
out horsepower at 5, rpm, with maximum torque of lb-ft from just 1, rpm. If it's not a
breakthrough design like Gen IV's was back in , the changes created by Chris Bangle and
Adrian Hooydonck are still effective in making this The iL. Ample space doesn't do justice to
what you get with the 7 Series. The trunk is large, with a capac. For BMW is offering more
engine options than ever before for the 7 Series: the horsepower turbo I-6 in the , the 4. All 7
Series models are equipped with Driving Dynamics Control, which enables the driver to select
from four progressively sporty driving programs with the touch of a button. Dual front, side seat
mounted airbags, curtain first and second row overhead airbags, driver and passenger knee
airbag, airbag occupancy sensor, active head restraints, traction and stability control are all
standard. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual
transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this
figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Cavernous interior Solid chassis Surprising
performance. Astronomical price tag Too much tech Average styling. All Model Years A majority
of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.
Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. The 7 Series interior is classy and luxurious, as
buyers should expect, says newCarTestDrive. With over 14 cubic feet of trunk volume, the 7
Series can accommodate the equivalent of 2 carry-on suitcases, a set of golf clubs and a couple
duffel bags. Price contains all applicable dealer incentives and non-limited factory rebates. You
may qualify for additional rebates see dealer for details. Must see!! Why pay more?? Online at
It's impossible to pick a bad car in the flagship luxury sedan segment, and the BMW 7 Series is
no exception. Standard equipment on the i include inch wheels, front and rear parking sensors,
a sunroof, auto-dimming mirrors, adaptive xenon headlights, foglights, automatic wipers, power
front seats, driver memory functions, a power tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, four-zone
climate control, leather upholstery and keyless ignition entry is still accomplished by pressing a
button on the key fob. Electronic features include the iDrive multimedia interface, a hard-drive
navigation system, real-time traffic, BMW Assist emergency telematics, Bluetooth and a speaker
sound system with two subwoofers, HD radio, 12 GB of digital music storage and an auxiliary
audio jack. Standard safety features include antilock brakes with brake assist, brake fade

compensation, brake drying and a brake standby feature , stability and traction control,
front-seat side airbags, front knee airbags, side curtain airbags and active front head restraints.
The Cold Weather package adds a heated steering wheel, heated rear seats and heated front
seats on the i they are standard on all other models. The Camera package adds a rearview
camera, a top-view parking camera and sideview cameras. The Luxury Seating package
includes ventilated front seats, active front seat side bolsters and power rear and side
sunshades. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and new
battery! Shop at home with our virtual tours, home delivery, at home test drives and online
shopping. We also are practicing CDC best guidelines with social distancing, vehicle
disinfectants and welcome safe in person test drives, sales and service. Powered by a 4. You'll
be enthused by its Driving Dynamics control that allows this athletic All Wheel Drive sedan to
sweep around tight corners with confidence and earn near 22mpg on the highway while offering
a ride at the leading edge of comfort. The sleek interior of our i xDrive is impossible to ignore.
Prepare to experience an adrenaline rush upon entering the elegant interior adorned with
comfortable leather, rich wood accents, and a fantastic sunroof. You'll maintain a connection to
your digital world with our iDrive multimedia interface, Bluetooth, and a full-color navigation
system with real-time traffic while admiring the superb speaker surround-sound audio system.
Imagine yourself enjoying the sublime comfort of heated and cooled way power seats with side
bolsters as you glide down the street in this well-engineered machine. BMW leads the world in
innovative safety features that fill this 7 Series like numerous airbags and a rearview camera to
keep you out of harm's way. Make a bold statement! Print this page and call us Now Staying In?
We buy cars! Do your deal online! We'll deliver your car to YOU! We can do it ALL! That's why
we always make sure go above and beyond for our loyal customers throughout our community.
It's our world class customer service that helps us earn your business time and again while
serving your driving needs! Price does not include a charge for 0. Auto Holding makes no
representations, expressed or implied, to any actual or prospective purchaser or owner of this
vehicle as to the existence, ownership, accuracy, description or condition of the listed vehicle's
equipment, accessories, price, specials or any warranties. Any and all differences must be
addressed prior to the sale of this vehicle. Auto Holding is not responsible for typos and exact
options list as it is automatically decoded from the VIN number. In order to honor the advertised
price, customer must print vehicle listing and present at time of arrival at dealership, and
acquire managers signature on printed listing. Dealer will not be liable for any inaccuracies,
claims or losses of any nature. Among our most recent awards are 1 in Customer Satisfaction
and 1 in Customer Retention! Since we have exceeded our customer's expectations while
demonstrating honesty and integrity in all that we do. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Its timeless imperial blue metallic exterior
pairs well with the beige interior. Don't wait until it is too late! Call today to schedule an
appointment. This BMW 7 Series 4dr i features a 3. It is equipped with a 6 Speed Automatic
transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Best of all the price you see is
the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Eng
broan 350 f
2017 corvette owners manual
ford trucks 1998
ine Type Diesel 2 Gas 1, Hybrid Cylinders 12 cylinders 31 4 cylinders 58 6 cylinders 8 cylinders
Fuel Economy. Electric Range 10 mi 20 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with
recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. New Listing. Frame damage. Know
The Deal. Price Drop. Theft history. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I
am leasing the ix for one year, excellent car inside out except the run flat tires I have to change
6 tires and one rim in one year you have to buy the tire insurance otherwise you are risking too
much. Fun to drive almost perfect except dealing with frequent dealer visits to change tires. If
you talk to their customer service about the tire problem they refuse to deal with the problem. I
personally know many BMW car owners who have the same problem of frequent tire problems.
This my last car with run flat tires very disappointed it is a waste of money, time and resources
rubber. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

